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Norma is a trailblazer in quantum technologies. Norma is committed to integrating Post-Quantum Cryptography (PQC) 
technology, ensuring cutting-edge protection in IoT, automotive security, and smart home security. In its ongoing pursuit 
of excellence, Norma has recently delved into groundbreaking developments in quantum computing and platforms.

Q Platform 
Function and Usage : 
Q Platform offers a streamlined approach to quantum computer deployment 
and development. It simplifies the setup of quantum systems, provides a robust 
framework for technology advancement, supports Quantum AI algorithms, and 
delivers customized training for optimal use of quantum computers.
Marketing and Selling Points : 
Q Platform prepares businesses for the future, positioning them at the forefront of the 
quantum computing era. Q Platform redefines quantum computing by:
1. Providing a turnkey solution for easy quantum computer deployment.
2. Serving as a catalyst for innovation with a user-friendly, high-performance environment.
3.   Offering comprehensive support, from system building to Quantum AI algorithm development and extensive 

training.
Q Care Connect   
Function and Usage : 
Q Care Connect is an advanced PQC SSL VPN solution that guarantees secure and efficient connectivity. It provides 
encrypted data transmission, robust user authentication, and strict network access control, enhancing operational 
flexibility and network security while offering a user-friendly interface for seamless integration.
Marketing and Selling Points : 
Q Care Connect ensures superior security and connectivity, keeping businesses ahead 
in the digital age. Q Care Connect is the benchmark for PQC SSL VPN solutions, featuring:
1. Quantum-level data protection.
2. A scalable, user-friendly interface.
3. Cost-effective, robust security.
4. 24/7 support for uninterrupted operations.
5. Easy transition and customization to meet unique business requirements.

Year Established 2011 Type of Business Manufacturing
Website www.norma.co.kr/eng Main Export Countries China, France, Spain

SNS www.facebook.com/NormaIoTSecu

Main Customer
Domestic Customers International Customers

SK Shielders, Samsung electronics etc. Aramco, Cyber Eye, Ekoio, FPT Corporation etc.

The Person In Charge

Name Department Position
Howard Jung Global Business Team Director

Phone Mobile E-mail 
+82-2-923-1988 +82-10-7211-7914 howard@norma.co.kr
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